
Year 2:         Autumn 1 

Link 1:   know how to sew 

Share read about 1960s fashion.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Watch clips of Tv shows and fashion shoots from the 1960s and 1970s.  

Develop their ideas to make a vintage T-shirt for a fashion show.  

Understand the purpose of the product and discuss designs with others but also with those who lived in the 1960s. 

Learn how to sew a patch onto a shirt.  

Practise simple sewing stitch.  

Learn about safety with needles. 

 

Link 2:   know how complete a simple design brief 

Share read about 1960s fashion.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Revise how to sew. 

Learn that designers often make designs before they make their product. 

Look at some designs of clothes and then the actual clothes.  

Create their designs on a design brief. 

Learn that they need to be accurate when drawing a design e.g. drawing in pencil with straight ruled lines.  

 

Link 3:   know how complete a simple design brief 

Share read about 1960s fashion.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Revise how to sew. 

Compare designs with each other and ask critique questions about each other’s designs. 

Make their final T-shirt.  

Flaunt their T shirt at a fashion show assembly.  

Evaluate their product and what they might change.  

 

Link 4:   know how to tie-dye 

Share read about 1960s fashion.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  



Revise how to sew. 

Look at images and video clips of tye dye garments.  

Understand how to be safe with dye.  

Learn the idea of dying a garment.  

Create a design brief based on a target audience for their product 

 

Link 5:   know what a prototype is and understand that designers make a prototype before the final design 

Share read about 1960s fashion.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Learn what a prototype is. 

Look at clips and images of prototypes. 

Practise with some material the impact of tie-dye and decide if they want to make any changes before making their 

final product. 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    create a tie-dye final garment and know how to evaluate it 

Share read about 1960s fashion.  

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/  

Revise what a prototype is. 

Complete some basic market research to decide which design would be best.  

Create their final tie-dyed garment e.g. scarf; handkerchief.  

Evaluate whether they have met their design brief and what their target audience thought of it.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 2:         Autumn 2 

Link 1:   know the characteristics of split pins 

Share read about Hallowe’en. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/  

Learn how to use hole punchers and split pins.  

Evaluate how they work and what can be done with split pins. Develop an idea for using split pins to make a 

skeleton out of card/paper. 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=split+pin+skeleton&qpvt=split+pin+skeleton&FORM=IGRE   

Measure and cut accurately and evaluate how well the finished skeleton meets the design brief.  

 

Link 2:   know the characteristics of pipe cleaners 

Share read about Hallowe’en. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/  

Learn about how to use pipe cleaners. 

Design through exploration and experiment a model Hallowe’en  spider.  

Measure, cut and shape resources to make a 3D Hallowe’en spider using pipe cleaners.  

Evaluate how well the finished spider meets the original photographic starting point.  

Suggest amendments and developments.  

 

Link 3:   know how to make a design brief taking into account an audience 

Share read about Hallowe’en. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/  

Evaluate professional advent calendars and use these to generate different ideas.  

Group discuss and agree a design brief thinking of the audience and purpose of their advent calendar.  

Make, decorate their calendars and then evaluate, with others, how well they have met the design brief, and how 

well it meets the needs of customers.  

 

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    create, using a basic circuit, a Christmas card that lights up 

Share read about Hallowe’en. 

https://www.bing.com/images/search?q=split+pin+skeleton&qpvt=split+pin+skeleton&FORM=IGRE


Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/  

Evaluate Christmas cards that light up.  

Consider the market for a card and the purpose. 

 Explore and understand the fundamentals of LEDS and coin cells and basic circuits.  

Create a design brief.  

Make, decorate their 3D cards then evaluate with others, how well they have met their design brief.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 2:         Spring 1 

Link 1:   know how to evaluate the characteristics of cars 

Share read about cars. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience 

Observe toy cars and develop ideas for making their own transport.  

Look at images and video clips of cars. 

List and identify key elements needed on all cars. 

Discuss key elements of a car. 

 

Link 2:   know how an axel works 

Share read about cars. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience 

Revise the characteristics of cars. 

Agree the rules of a car competition based on distance, duration, visual design.  

Learn about how axles work and how cars can be strengthened.  

Look at images of axels and video clips.  

Start creating a design brief for a purpose. Consider a wide, narrow axel.  

 

Link 3:   know how to measure and cut wood accurately 

Share read about cars. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience 

Revise the characteristics of cars. 

Cut materials carefully and accurately to make an axle for their vehicle.  

Revise their vehicle design brief involving a purpose, a product and a customer.  

 

Link 4:   know how to create a body for the car 

Share read about cars. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience 

Revise the characteristics of cars and the car brief. 



Consider the different parts of the car ie sides/door; bonnet and the back of the car. 

Cut and shape wood for the car frame. 

Cut and shape card for other elements of their car. 

Design and make their vehicle.  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:    know how to finish their vehicle so that it looks good 

Share read about cars. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience 

Revise the characteristics of cars and the car brief. 

Finish making and then evaluate their vehicle and using customer research evaluate what they have done and what 

they could do next to improve it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 2:         Spring  2 

Link 1:   know what the function of egg cups is. 

Share read about eggs. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience 

Look at and evaluate 1950s egg cups. Discuss the texture, the shape, the size, the height etc. Know how an egg cup 

has a precise function. Learn the term function and revise ‘audience’.  

Consider why they are smooth and not rough. Consider how well or not they meet their purpose. Which are better 

than others.  

Create a design for their own egg cup following a discussion with others.  

Create a specification/brief to show how an egg cup should function.  

Write about what egg cups do and their designs. 

 

Link 2:   know how to make a prototype out of clay 

Share read about eggs. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience 

Explore, handle and test a range of materials that could hold an egg (i.e. an egg cup) that will withstand/insulate the 

heat of a warm egg.  

Re-design or amend their designs. 

 Label and evaluate egg cups and the materials they are made from.  

Add to their own designs.  

Try a prototype of egg cups e.g. using thumb pots out of clay.  

 

Link 3:   know how to cut, mould and shape clay 

Share read about eggs. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience 

Explore, handle and test a range of materials that could hold an egg (i.e. an egg cup) that will withstand/insulate the 

heat of a warm egg.  

Re-design or amend their designs. 

Label and evaluate egg cups and the materials they are made from.  

Finish their design of an egg cup using their prototype to change/amend their final design.  

Start making their egg cups. Record and describe the steps they have taken to make the egg cup. 



Linked curriculum learning objective:    create a well-functioning pleasing egg cup which can hold an 

egg 

Share read about eggs. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience 

Decorate their eggs.  

Write about the impact their decoration has had, include the views of others. 

Finish their egg cups and evaluate different designs.  

Write an individual evaluation of their own design and how it could be improved next time.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 2:         Summer  1 

Link 1:   know what a salad is 

Share read about salads. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience 

Learn about what a salad is and different types of salad.  

Learn about Italian salads.  

Learn how we should prepare food safely and hygienically. 

Learn about the names of different foods from Italy and vegetables and discuss their design for an Italian salad. 

Write an evaluation of the salad against their design brief.   

 

Link 2:   know how to prepare food hygienically 

Share read about salads. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience/ names of Italian vegetables/  

Revise what a salad is.  

Learn about French salads. Revise how we should prepare food safely.  

Learn about the names of different foods from France and vegetables.  

Create a design brief.  

Design a French salad.  

Write an evaluation of the salad against their brief.  

 

Link 3:   know how to make a traditional German dish and boil potatoes 

Share read about salads. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience/ names of Italian vegetables/  

Revise what a salad is and how we should prepare food safely.  

Learn that some of the meat in Germany is traditionally German.  

Learn how to boil potatoes. Learn the safety around cookers and ovens. 

Learn how to make a German potato salad.  

Write an evaluation of the salad. 

 

 



Linked curriculum learning objective:    create a Spanish salad 

Share read about salads. 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience/ names of Italian vegetables/  

Revise what they have learnt about salads. 

Design a salad for a purpose e.g. a tea party, a barbecue. Design the ingredients that will go together and any 

sauce/dressing. 

Learn that some of the meat in Spain is traditionally Spanish. 

Create their salad and gather research to evaluate how well they have met their design brief.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Year 2:   Summer 2  

Link 1:  know how buildings use common structures to give them strength 

Share read a story about holidays 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience/ names of Italian vegetables/  

Look at images and video clips of historical structures – Chinese arches; Greek/Roman Columns; arches and 

columns in Egypt, Persia, and beams.   

Evaluate why they think they would be strong structures. 

Try some structures out using construction kits.  

Evaluate how strong they think they are and why it might be different if built in stone 

Evaluate ‘A’ frames including Medieval A frames/trusses.  

Use simple materials and construction kits to experiment and explore each.  

 

Link 2:  know how to design and make a strong wooden frame 

Share read a story about holidays 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience/ names of Italian vegetables/  

Think about how we can make a wooden frame.  

Look at video clips and images of holiday bird boxes. 

Learn how to create a detailed and accurate design using rules, pencils, angles and labels and annotations. Create 

their design in their DT books with rulers, pencils etc 

From their designs, use them to replicate a frame with wood and with glue 

Know how to make triangles for corners to make the frame stronger  

 

Linked curriculum learning objective:      make a bird box  

Share read a story about holidays 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience/ names of Italian vegetables/  

Revise how we can make a wooden frame. Revise what they have learnt so far about making structures and making 

them stable.  

Look at mood boards and existing products for inspiration of bird boxes. 

Learn about how they are constructed and with suitable materials.  

Understand how to make the frame strong 

Learn how to create a design for a bird box and the different parts that a box needs.  

Design it in their DT books. 



Learn to follow the design precisely. 

Make, decorate and then evaluate the quality of their boxes.  

 

 

Bridging project 

Make a replica of the Twits house using a wooden frame 

Share read ‘The twits’ 

Long-term memory quizzes, games and revision: build, construct/ balance/ texture/ sound button/ fabric/ join/ 

dye/ pipe cleaners, split pins/ audience/ names of Italian vegetables/  

Look at images of simple houses. 

Make a frame for ‘the Twits’ house’  

Use the book to identify furniture and furnishings in the Twits’ house.  

Make some of the features of the house and loose furniture. 

Take to Year 3 as part of the bridging unit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


